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ROUND COLLECTIONS, SQUARE BOXES
By Alan Rowe, Heritage Support Grants coach, IHS

When I am on the road with the Local History Services department, the folks who run local history
organizations often ask "What boxes, folders and supplies should we buy?" The question originates
in the uncertainty surrounding how to house existing objects in the collection, and new objects
after they are accepted. The great variety in shapes, sizes, materials and formats of objects can
make the purchase and stockpiling of archival containers difficult. Often it seems that our
collections are proverbial round pegs that just never seem to fit into the square holes of storage
containers. Thankfully, we have a tool at the Indiana Historical Society that can reduce this
uncertainty. This tool, known as the Storage Guide to Archival Collections, is a constant point of
reference when preparing a new archival collection for public access.

Anderson Box Company Chicken Boxes. (Indiana Historical Society)

What is the Storage Guide to Archival Collections and how did it come about? I turned to Ramona
Duncan-Huse, IHS's senior director of conservation for a little background on the guide and what
it is intended to do. Ramona reported that several years ago, a conservation technician was
providing housing for collection items and wanted to know how to store items and more about
the types of housings available and why. This led to the idea of a reference manual that listed
basic questions to ask about the object, like type and size. In Ramona's words, the end result was
a "Manual that helped describe an existing storage model which helped interns and processors
consider consistent questions about a collection which [the Manual] would answer." In short, the
Storage Guide to Archival Collections anticipates the wide variety of items that are typically part
of a new batch of materials donated to the historical society and provides clear directions on how
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to select the folders, boxes and sleeves best suited for the long-term preservation of the items in
question.

A round sugar bowl in the IHS collection fits nicely into its rectangular box.

Although the focus of the Storage Guide to Archival Collections is on paper, books, photographs
and audio/visual materials found in archives, the idea could be adapted for organizations with a
more object-focused collection, as well. With a storage guide in place at your museum or
historical society, guesswork surrounding how to best house an object could be reduced by
comparing dimensions and materials of the object to a predetermined list of appropriate archival
containers. Having a list of typical boxes, folders and sleeves available would also take the
guesswork out of ordering supplies, since the most commonly used containers would be a known
factor. While not every oddball object could be covered using this system, the aim here is to
prepare ahead of time for the majority of the items that come your way, and make time to
adjust to the out-of-the-ordinary objects that might require a customized container to store
them.
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Storage Guide to Archival Collections Table of Contents.

To create a storage guide for your museum, approach the task in terms of developing a storage
model for your collection. Ask yourself what are the main classifications of objects that typically
come into the collection, what are the steps you would need to take to house them, and what
materials would be required to take those steps? Does your institution typically collect books and
paper items? Or do you most often collect clothing, furniture or tools? What steps and materials
would be necessary to have on hand to properly store items that fall into those classifications? If
your museum accepts objects of widely ranging sizes and types, develop a system to build custom
boxes and housings as you need them, and have those materials in stock and ready to use. The
sample page from the Storage Guide to Archival Collections shows how this process works for
manuscripts (letters, diaries, ledgers, minutes), starting with the question "What to Consider"
when getting started, "What You Need" in order to store the items, and finishing with instructions
on "What to Do" to move the documents into their final, fully supported and protected state.
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Storage Guide to Archival Collections Manuscripts page.

If you would like to see a copy of the Storage Guide to Archival Collections, please contact me at
[email protected]
 

This is a free publication. Anyone may subscribe.
 

Local History Services
Indiana Historical Society, 450 West Ohio Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202

(317) 232-1882 | [email protected]
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